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Abstract
This paper focuses on the memoryscapes of Cieszyn Silesia, Orawa and Spisz in a context of the border conflicts of the twentieth century. The regions located on the current Czech-Polish and Slovak-Polish border have lived through paralleled histories of the border demarcation after WWI, which was unprecedented there. In both cases the national minorities were left behind the border, outside of their home states. Their stories and memories are, however, not being researched together. This paper contrasts the patterns of memory production related to the border shifts in the landscape in both regions. Emphasis is placed on the memory sites, their narratives and memory activism related to the conflicting past. The results show that the main axes of both memory debates are contrasting. While the conflict over Cieszyn Silesia was most shaped by the short war in 1919, the lesser-known dispute over Orawa and Spisz was marked by numerous smaller incidents, assimilation efforts and a layer of post WWII violence. This has important consequences for the memory production. The other important differentiating factor is the scope of memory activism inside of the national minority group.
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1 Introduction

The village of Chyżne in southern Poland and the town of Český Těšín in the eastern part of Czechia have at least three characteristics in common. Both lie next to the state border (Chyżne borders Slovakia and Český Těšín borders Poland). Both are parts of the formerly compact regions divided in 1920 by the border (Chyżne belongs to the Slovak-Polish region of Orava/Orawa, Český Těšín and its Polish counterpart Cieszyn were the historical capital of the region Cieszyn Silesia). Finally, both have their own monument dedicated to the state border. The one in Chyżne stands next to the Roman Catholic church, and the one in Český Těšín is located in front of the Museum of Cieszyn Region (Muzeum Těšínska).

Even though the monuments represent the state border through their inner meaning, they do not have a function of a border stone. The distance between the monuments and “their” border is 2 kilometers in the case of Chyżne and 300 meters in the case of Český Těšín. The state borders have never been demarcated through the current location of the monuments. Therefore, the border stones are used artificially here as self-reliant symbols. The quarrel caused by the unveiling of the “border monument” in Český Těšín shows that such a step is rarely value-neutral due to the semiotics of border.

Taking into consideration that both monuments commemorate a border which has been shifted under a tense international atmosphere, then both memory sites (understood as the places that elicit or retell memories of past events as the result of some activism) are part of the narratives the nation-state or other actors (e.g., museums, ethnic minority groups) are promoting. Their location
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1 For sake of terminological coherence, the region of Těšínské Slezsko (in Czech)/Śląsk Cieszyński (in Polish) is here referred to with an international version “Cieszyn Silesia.” This linguistic solution was not possible in the case of the regions Orava (in Slovak)/Orawa (in Polish) and Spiš (in Slovak)/Spisz (in Polish), which do not have a single name in English. Therefore, this article chose one variant: the Polish one (Orawa and Spisz) is used throughout whole article. The reason is that the disputed areas are nowadays part of Poland.


3 Annika Björkdahl, Susanne Buckley-Zistel, Stefanie Kappler, Johanna Mannergrén Selimovic, and Timothy Williams, “Memory Politics, Cultural Heritage and Peace: Introducing an Analytical
is not without significance due to the relation of time and space. The landscape can record situations and experiences. The observer may recall memories or contextual associations there and the landscape may work as an anchor for memories that have their geographical dimension. Both sites in Český Těšín and Chyžne are, therefore, structuring their symbolic landscapes, in other words, “memoryscapes.”

This paper analyzes the memoryscapes of two borderland regions that experienced several shifts of the border over the course of the twentieth century. The conflicts (either armed or diplomatic) over Cieszyn Silesia (nowadays the Czech-Polish borderland), Orawa and Spisz (the Slovak-Polish borderland) stem from the post-World War I dilemma of how to divide the former Austro-Hungarian Empire into nation-states. As the boundaries between ethnic groups were often blurred, such a step was difficult to manage. The cases analyzed in this piece had different socio-economic positions and demographic situations around 1920. However, they were contested by Czechoslovakia and Poland at the same time and the borders were shifted again around the time of the Second World War, which makes them comparable.

Although the state of the art in the historiographical research on the division of Cieszyn Silesia, Orawa and Spisz in the 1920s and around the Second World War is steadily developing, comparative approaches are, in essence, lacking. If debated, the memory issues of Cieszyn Silesia or Orawa and Spisz are taken individually. In the field of border studies, the Cieszyn Silesia region is very often debated in the context of other border-twin cities, cross-border

---

7 Orawa and Spisz are, from the ethnographic and historical perspective, two separate regions. However, their “Polish parts” are located close to each other and both are under the strong cultural influence of the “Podhale” region, which is located between them. Also, both Polish Spisz and Upper Orawa share the history of the division by the state border after WWI and historians very often make parallels between both regions and narrate their histories together. Therefore, Spisz and Orawa are considered in this paper as one case.
9 The thin brochure of Žáček and Borák is often quoted as an exception: Rudolf Žáček and Mečislav Borák, Ukradené vesnice. Musí Češi platit za osm slovenských obcí? (Ostrava: Sfinga, 1993).
cooperation or cross-border work and compared with the regions around Frankfurt an der Oder/Slubice (DE/PL) or Komárno/Komárom (SK/HU).\(^{10}\) In the case of Orawa and Spisz, the interest of border scholars is lower, probably due to the absence of strong urban centers and low population density resulting in sparse network of cross-border bonds.\(^{11}\)


The overall research question of this paper is focused on the interaction of memoryscape with cultural memory production in the borderlands: What are the representations of memoryscape related to the border shifts in the previously contested territories of Cieszyn Silesia, Orawa, and Spisz? To answer this research question, field trips to all three regions were organized with the aim to analyze the memory traces connected to the issue of border contestation and also conduct research interviews with experts (regionalists, historians, anthropologists; the methods are more deeply discussed in Chapter 4). The aim of this paper is to contrast between two cases of memoryscapes shaped by the same phenomenon (border demarcation after WWI) in a similar geographical context. The findings should illustrate which role the memory issues have in the local identity, symbolics, and heritage which is a prominent research topic for borders in Central and Eastern Europe. Apart from filling a research gap, the paper also sheds light to the current echoes of old historical conflicts that are time to time revoked and revived in the regional political context which has however international dimension due to the presence of national minorities.

The paper proceeds as follows. In the next chapter the theoretical considerations are debated. Then the context of border conflicts in Cieszin Silesia, Orawa and Spisz is introduced. The methods, sampling and structure of interviews are described afterwards. These chapters aim to form the terminological and geographical anchor for the Findings and Discussion.

2 Remembering and Forgetting in the Landscape

The process of remembering and forgetting is inseparable from space. The collective memory is connected to the public space because the events or actions being remembered originally took place there or are believed to be anyhow connected with the particular site. The markers of memory are encoded into the visual and literary cultures of a space. This spatial dimension of

---

remembering is also supplemented by the variable of time. Together, they comprise the hermeneutics of place where experience or past events are constantly re-narrated.

The palimpsest of memories is materialized by the monuments, the commemorative plaques, the street names, the urbanism and the architecture, the graffiti, or the museums. The cemeteries are also vocal sites of remembering, as the names and epitaphs on the tombstone may witness lost linguistic or religious diversity. Due to their usually visual character, these sites need material and ideological maintenance. If the responsible actor is not able to cultivate the site and talk about its heritage, the plaques fade, and the meanings are slowly disappearing.

When the memory issues become part of the political agenda, they may work as the identity-makers influencing the perception of the border and mutual relationships between groups. As Yi Fu Tuan argues, monuments, temples,
battlefields or cemeteries are amplifying the sense of belonging, construct identity, and build awareness and loyalty towards a place. The aim is to re-construct myths that the groups share about themselves in specific places and times. The formation of public memory is a dynamic process, which impacts the identities that are symbolically coded in the monuments. The mobilizing potential of these symbols helps construct an imagined community of nation. The dynamics of the construction and demolishing of monuments can unveil which topics are promoted or silenced.

Together, the memorial imprints and practices in the landscape form a “memoryscape.” These clusters of spaces are defined by the significance of the narratives about the past. From them, the public imagination and interpretations of the landscape stem. The meanings of the memoryscapes are, however, not stable. They acquire content through social discourses. According to Kappler, the main characteristics that influence the shape of the memoryscape are the design of memory sites (what is narrated, depicted, and arranged), their location and size (what is visible, which audiences are targeted), their timing (temporal context) and the memorial practices (the behavior of visitors, public understanding of the message of the memoryscape).

---

31 Kappler, “Sarajevo’s Ambivalent Memoryscape,” 131.
33 Lawrence et al., Global Memoryscapes.
34 Kappler, “Sarajevo’s Ambivalent Memoryscape,” 132.
When looking from the capital cities of Prague, Bratislava, and Warsaw, the regions under scrutiny may be considered distant peripheries. Orawa and Spisz on the one side and Cieszyn Silesia on the other side are located on the Polish southern Carpathian border defined after the Second World War. As Musil argues, the southern border of the Polish state was contested since the Middle Ages. However, in the course of the eighteenth to twentieth centuries, Polish territory was divided, unified, reduced, and enlarged again in the East-West perspective. The border with Czechoslovakia was also not as strategic in the inter-war period when the main concern of the Warsaw government was to defend its Eastern border against Soviet armies and later to find some security guarantees being straddled between Nazi Germany and the communist Soviet Union. After the Second World War, the Polish state moved westwards and this decision was accompanied by major population shifts from the Eastern territories (kresy wschodnie). These areas are, therefore, more present in the Polish collective memory of border shifts. However, the demarcation of the Carpathian border also produced tensions with some consequences, at least for local memory politics.

The conflicts over Cieszyn Silesia, Orawa, and Spisz succeeded after the First World War and the dissolution of the Austrian-Hungarian empire. The establishment of new states in Central Europe (Poland, Czechoslovakia) was accompanied by border disputes over the industrial region of Cieszyn Silesia and the mountainous and scarcely populated Orawa and Spisz. Although the socio-economic characteristics and strategic value of both regions were different, what they share is the temporal coincidence of both border disputes and the same political context. The knowledge about both border conflicts is reproduced mainly in their region and is not as often reproduced beyond the borders of borderlands.


36 Zhurzhenko, Memory Wars, 177.

3.1 Cieszyn Silesia

The case of Cieszyn Silesia is probably more famous in public awareness due to the short war that accompanied the division of the territory as Cieszyn Silesia was rich in coal resources and contained strategic steelworks and a railway connecting the Czech and Slovak part of the young Czechoslovak Republic. The Czechoslovak part, therefore, highlighted its historical rights over the territory as the Duchy of Cieszyn had been previously part of the Lands of the Bohemian Crown. The Polish side was referring to the national identity of the population.

The previously unified territory was divided by the Beskydy mountain ridge and Olza River, which created a completely new border tearing apart existing social networks. The Polish side was especially dissatisfied with such a solution and started to undermine the provisory regime by calling elections and recruiting inhabitants to the military service. In January 1919, Czechoslovakia reacted with an offensive that lasted eight days (this conflict is often called The Eight-day War or mistakenly The Seven-day War) and left behind dozens of casualties and hundreds of injured persons. The military campaign stopped with the battle around the town of Skoczów when the Polish army successfully built a defensive line. The conflict was interrupted after the diplomatic intervention of Western countries. After that, the promised plebiscite which should have decided about the territory did not take place. According to the Spa Conference in July 1920, the border was anchored at the Beskydy mountain ridge and Olza River. The Olza River also gave the name Zaolzie (literally, “behind the Olza River”) to the territory with a Polish population that was attributed to Czechoslovakia. What remained was a latent sense of injustice from the Polish side for several reasons: Czechoslovakia obtained municipalities where Poles were in the majority (these areas were populated by 48.6% by Poles, 39.5% by Czechs, and 11.6% by Germans), those hoping for the plebiscite were disenchanted, and the negative

---


41 Žáček and Borák, Ukradené vesnice.
emotions towards Czechs were strengthened by the narrative about alleged Czechoslovak crimes against Polish captives and civilians.42

The inter-war period in Zaolzie was marked by the subliminal and often disguised efforts of the Czechoslovak administration to assimilate the Polish minority.43 Also, the landscape was conversed by the border demarcation that led to the disruption of the town of Cieszyn into two parts divided by the river. That impacted not only the networks and infrastructure of the town but also its symbolical landscape.44 Czechoslovakia also tried to furnish its new territory with its standards of urbanism, official architecture, schools, and monuments.

Before the outburst of the Second World War, the Polish side took advantage of the international situation of the Munich Agreement which considerably weakened Czechoslovak positions. The Polish army marched into Zaolzie in October 1938 and the border was pushed eastwards which caused a refugee wave of Czech inhabitants as the Polish administration wanted to cut off the traces of Czech influence at Zaolzie. The situation did not last, however, for more than one year as a result of the German occupation of Poland in 1939. After the Second World War, the borders were returned to the scope of 1920 and the Polish minority at Zaolzie entered the second half of the 1940s with the reputation of traitors.45 The complicated relationships between the Czechoslovak and Polish states were silenced by the Soviet surveillance which resulted in the politics of amnesia towards the conflict that was almost impossible to research or commemorate.46

3.2 Orawa and Spisz

Similarly, the historical border between the Hungarian kingdom and the Kingdom of Galicia was questioned after the First World War with a reference to the ethnic composition of the territory. However, in the case of the peripheral rural regions of Orawa and Spisz, the level of national self-identification was not as developed as in the case of the industrial region of Cieszyn Silesia. Therefore, both sides – Czechoslovak and Polish – claimed the populations of Orawa and Spisz as undoubtfully Slovak, respectively Polish. The Polish administration endeavored to enlarge its southern territory and get some territories of Spisz and Orawa which were inhabited by the “highlanders” – “Goral” population. In the Polish narrative, the Goral people were “Slovakized” during the Hungarian rule over Spisz and Orawa.47 The result of the First World War was, according to them, a welcomed opportunity to return to Poland.

Jakubec points out that such an effort was a consequence of the long-time mythologization of Goral people as the bearers of Polish national awareness in times of the partition of Poland.48 The romanticizing interpretation admired the purity, self-esteem, and bravery of the highlanders which should have been a model for the rest of Poland.49 The popularity of the neighboring High Tatras mountains contributed to the prominence and symbolic value of the terrains under the mountains.50

Before the Spa Conference in 1920, the regions of Orawa and Spisz experienced several propaganda campaigns from both sides intending to reawake the national awareness of the local population before the promised plebiscite. This period was also accompanied by some violent clashes (without direct military confrontation between Czechoslovakia and Poland). The result of the Spa Conference partly accommodated Polish territorial demands and the previous Hungarian-Galician border was pushed to the south. The conference of ambassadors

in Spa did so without consulting the population in the plebiscite. The Slovak population became a target of Polonization campaigns in schools, churches, and administration. These efforts proved to be successful for Poland as some local inhabitants chose to emigrate to Czechoslovakia while others cultivated the Slovak language only in the private sphere.  

In 1939, the army of the Slovak Republic supported the German offensive in Poland and Slovak troops also actively participated in the occupation of Spisz territory. While the Slovak minority welcomed them with relief, the Polish population perceived this as a neuralgic point in mutual relationships, the act of betrayal. During the Second World War, the regions of Orawa and Spisz were incorporated into the Slovak Republic which tried to convert this territory into the showcase that overscores neighboring Polish regions under Nazi occupation in the quality of life and food supplies. An important part of the ideological fight for the identity of the region was the return of Slovak-speaking priests, teachers, and administrative officials. As a result, the memories of the WWII period in the Orawa and Spisz regions are mixed. There is a sense of nostalgia from the side of the Slovak minority while the Polish audience emphasizes the Slovak alliance with Nazi Germany and the annexation of the territory.

Likewise Cieszyn Silesia, the post-war order opened the field to the restoration of the pre-WWII borders leaving an important part of the population with a newly awakened Slovak identity in the Polish territory. In contrast with the period between 1918–1920, the replacement of administration was accompanied by violent conflicts which the Slovak minority tends to perceive as ethnic-motivated violence.

4 Methods

One hundred years after the division of Cieszyn Silesia, Orawa, and Spisz (1920), it is relevant to ask which memories are remaining and which stories are present in the memoryscape referring to the border shifts. Kajfosz discusses the case of Cieszyn Silesia as an example where the Czech and Polish states

---

successfully converted borderlands into two separate nation-states and the border seems to be something “natural” there.\(^5^4\) The following question, therefore, is, whether any actors or spaces problematize this assumption. If so and the cultural memory is materialized in the memoriescape, then, the contrasting analysis reconstructs the similarities and contrasts of the local memory politics and consequences of memory production. To achieve this, two research phases are conducted, which assure triangulation that anchors the findings from different angles.\(^5^5\) The main data sources are qualitative expert interviews and observation during the field research.

Firstly, several expert interviews were undertaken. The sampling procedure was non-probabilistic.\(^5^6\) The informants were either historians or anthropologists researching the respective regions, regionalists, civil society actors, or representatives of Euroregions. In other words, they were chosen for their insight into the post-conflict relationships and the production of memory in the societies of the borderlands of Cieszyn Silesia, Orawa, and Spisz. In the first stage, the researchers based at universities, museums, or other professional institutions were approached. The procedures of purposive and chain-referral sampling allowed that some of the experts provided contacts to other colleagues with professional experience in that field.\(^5^7\) In several cases, the experts served as gatekeepers to some local activists and regionalists. Some informants work in public administration or serve as mayors. In total, 26 research interviews were conducted between March and June 2022. Between 26 informants, there was a balanced proportion of the regions under scrutiny. Some of them debated both cases, as their knowledge and experience covered not only Czech-Polish but also Slovak-Polish borderlands. The meetings organized both online (ZOOM) and on-site took 30-80 minutes each. The semi-structured interviews were thematically based on the following questions:


• What place does the conflict over Cieszyn Silesia/Orawa/Spisz have in the collective memory of the region?
• Which meanings and symbols are associated with these events?
• What is remembered and what is forgotten?
• How is it evolving over time?
• Is this memory associated with the particular sites?
• What are the most characteristic materializations of memory in the landscape?

A preliminary analysis of data from interviews consisted of the identification of possible sites that form the memoryscape. Special attention was paid to the locations that represent some symbolic value for memory production and were mentioned during the interviews. To avoid possible bias, this list of places was combined with the sites derived from the literature review and research in the maps of Cieszyn Silesia, Orawa, and Spisz. Such a basis served as a guide for the second pillar of the study: the set of field trips to the regions under scrutiny. The main interest during the field research was to inspect the museum expositions, monuments, or information panels that relate to the border dispute in the respective regions. If there were such sites, then their content was analyzed in concordance with the attributes of memoryscape. According to Kappler, the shape of the memoryscape is influenced by the design of memory sites, location and size, and memorial practices (as mentioned above).58

Then, in the third step, the data gathered during the field trips were combined with the evidence from the expert interviews. In a hermeneutical circle through the observation analysis of the memoryscape, the interviews on memory production were approached again to reread them. Together, they are used for the analysis of contrasts of two memoryscapes formed by the various patterns of memory production. The information picked up during the interviews was analyzed using the methods of discourse analysis.59 Identifying the categories behind the corpus of answers, the meanings and patterns in memory production are reconstructed.60 As the sites of memory are not isolated from the social

58 Kappler, “Sarajevo’s Ambivalent Memoryscape,” 132.
structures, people, and landscape, there is a goal of a double interpretation. This is a way how to analyze the social context where the memory actors, their narratives, and the landscape interact.

The overall research question stated above (What are the representations of memoryscape related to the border shifts in the previously contested territories of Cieszyn Silesia, Orawa, and Spisz?) can be divided into two sections:

Q1: Where is the memory about border shifts in the borderlands produced?
Q2: Which symbols and narratives are associated with these sites?

5 Findings

When you meet someone after twenty years, you notice — that he/she has changed.
If you observe him/her instead every day, you will not notice the contrast as easily.
And with the borders — it works the same.

One hundred years after the division of Cieszyn Silesia, Spisz, and Orawa, the regions live in a paradoxical situation. The national borders are naturalized by the century of separateness and in an everyday life as noted the informant in a motto of this part. The old conflicts are not vivid and heated on a daily basis. However, from time to time, the latent rivalry may be awakened capitalizing on old symbols and seemingly forgotten wounds.

5.1 Minorities and Their Positions

As mentioned, both border disputes left some national minorities behind the new state border. However, their numeral strength is contrasting which also has consequences for memory production and politics. In the Czech region of Zaolzie, there are approximately 38,000 people that identify themselves with the Polish nationality, which forms 10–30% of total inhabitants in certain municipalities. In Polish Orawa and Spisz, the numbers of those who register Slovak

62 Interview with a Polish regionalist, ZOOM, May 12, 2022.
nationality are much lower (around 3,000, which forms less than 5% of the total population in the municipalities). The contrast in numbers was also due to the more restrictive policy towards minorities in inter-war and post-war Poland. That meant a ban on the Slovak language in schools and churches and, according to the Slovak interpretation, the result was a Polonization of the region. Although nowadays in Orawa and Spisz the Slovak language is taught in some schools as an optional subject, the decreasing trend of Slovak presence in Polish Orawa and Spisz is continuing, as illustrates one Polish regionalist from Spisz:

It is evident when we look at how many children choose the Slovak language in schools. Today we should decide whether to merge all the Slovak-speaking from all classes into one course. Two pupils in one school, two pupils in another. (...) The same in the churches, there is a long-ago settled proportion: on the weekday, we sing the first half of the Holy Mass in Slovak and the second half in the Polish language. The next day vice versa. Why is it fifty-fifty? The proportion in the population is not the same.

The presence of a minority can also be considered part of the memoryscape because it problematizes the narrative of the nation-state that acquired the borderland territory. The Slovak minority in Spisz and Orawa tries to cultivate its memory of border shifts as it is their raison d’être and the group protagonists feel threatened by Polish narratives, groups, and outnumbering. It is the minority who bears the signs of Slovakness in the public space of Orawa and Spisz and the Polishness of Zaolzie.

In the Polish Orawa and Spisz borderlands, the imprints of Slovakness can be found in the churches. The Slovak language in the liturgy is a sign that there are at least some believers who cultivate the Slovak language in worship. The second “Slovak” parts of the memoryscape are the cemeteries: in villages like Kacwin, Niedzica, or Rzepiska, there are some gravestones that also contain epitaphs in the Slovak language. It is not exceptional that both languages meet on the tomb. Some family members were closer to the Slovak identity, some felt Polish.

65 Interview with a Polish regionalist, Łapsze Niżne, June 21, 2022.
Apart from the optional lessons in the Slovak language in schools, there are no other signs of Slovakness in the public space. The Slovak language is not used in the daily conversations as the people of Spisz and Orawa – no matter of national identity – communicate in the dialects gwara spiska/orawska.

There are at least three conceptions among the Polish population of Spisz/Orawa regarding the identity of the region. The first trend emanates from the cultural influence of the near region of Podhale, which is prominent in Polish ethnography and national identity also due to the myth of highlanders (Gorale). This was an important theme for more informants; one of them, a Polish anthropologist, has defined it as follows: “There is a powerful national narration making the sign of an equation between highlander identity and Polish identity.”66 This trend pushes away the regional uniqueness of Spisz and Orawa and replaces them with the unambiguously Polish highlander folklore and identity from Podhale.

Secondly, there is an effort to build the regional, e.g., “Spisz” identity over the national ones. It is typical of folklore ensembles that are promoting the multicultural character of the borderland as something positive, overarching the national camps. “The melodies are the same in the whole Polish Carpathians. The csardas dances are, however, unique for us in Spisz – these are the Hungarian influences. Our dances are different than those of Gorals-highlanders. Our traditional costumes and those of Slovak Spisz are the same,” explained one Polish regionalist from Spisz.67

Thirdly, there are the migration dynamics contributing to the demographic changes. Young people from Slovak families sometimes choose schools in Slovakia and do not return. Instead, there is a migration into Spisz/Orawa from more distant Polish regions due to the nature and closeness to the High Tatra mountains. New incomers often neither speak the dialect nor emphasize the regional “Spisz” identity.

In comparison to the hardly noticeable Slovak traces in Spisz, the presence of the Polish minority in Cieszyn Silesia is more apparent. The guests from outside are welcomed in the cities and villages with a Polish minority with bilingual signs in streets and the railway station. The Polish language is also present in the liturgy and schools (often as the language of instruction). Regarding communication, the local dialect of Zaolzie (po naszymu) stems from the Polish language which secures the Polish presence in the landscape and can automatically raise

66 Interview with a Polish anthropologist, Cieszyn, April 4, 2022.
67 Interview with a Polish regionalist, Jurgów, June 18, 2022.
questions about the history and memory of the Polish minority in the region. The representatives of the Polish minority, however, do not behave as memory activists and concentrate more on the quality of life and the rights of Polish citizens.

Nevertheless, what connects both minorities is silent isolation from their nation-states. The awareness about their existence is not well developed. Slovak historian defined the situation in Spisz and Orawa followingly: “Polish officials claim that the policy towards minorities is their inner issue. Slovak politicians seem to be uninterested.”68 The feeling of forgotten minority corroborates one Polish regionalist from Spisz: “In the 1970s and 1980s, when someone from the Slovak community came to Slovakia to work there, he/she was often disappointed. Everyone thought they were a Pole.”69 The similar notion fits for the Polish community in Zaolzie, as one Polish sociologist states:

It is a forgotten minority and the Polish community in Zaolzie knows it. We remember the Polish fade in Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine. From the perspective of Warsaw, the border in Cieszyn is also a border of Polishness. The people behind the border there are often considered Czechs that may have a Polish origin.70

Memory issues and other topics, therefore, do not have an impact on mutual relationships at the level of countries and governments. Outside of the region, the interest is raised only in times of anniversaries of the border division.

5.2 Symbolics of Borderscape

An important variable in the memoriescape of the borderland is also the border itself, its role in the landscape, and the symbolics of its surroundings. This is also a source of contrasts between cases of Orawa/Spisz and Cieszyn Silesia. In Orawa/Spisz, the border runs primarily in unpopulated areas, through watersheds or rivers. In the border section of Orawa, there is only one prominent place on the border – Babia Góra mountain peak, which was, however, also the border in the pre-WWI period. That presents a possible barrier that was even reinforced by the strict border regime of the pre-1989 period. “For many years,

68 Interview with a Slovak historian, ZOOM, April 5, 2022.
69 Interview with a Polish regionalist, Jurgów, June 21, 2022.
70 Interview with a Polish sociologist, Cieszyn, April 6, 2022.
the Polish and Slovak Spisz stood back-to-back with each other,” assesses Polish regionalist from Spisz.\footnote{Interview with a Polish regionalist, ZOOM, May 12, 2022.}

The Spisz section of the border is defined by its two edges that have their symbolic value. On the western edge, there is a Slovak municipality Tatranská Javorina that was demanded by Poland during the inter-war period. With the holiday residence of Slovak presidents and tourist trails, it is a lucrative address. However, it is located on the periphery of the Slovak High Tatras “behind the mountains.” That decreases the symbolic value of the site which does not bring any decisive opportunities for cross-border interactions. Then, for the next 20 kilometers, the border runs through mountains far from the populated settlements. The only exception is a small border crossing between the villages Velká Franková (SK) and Kacwin (PL), which was re-opened at the initiative of the Slovak minority.

The most symbolic site on the “Spisz” section of the Polish-Slovak border is a canyon of the Dunajec River, which is famous among tourists and paddlers. The memoriescape there is shaped to some extent by the monument dedicated to the two Czechoslovak officials murdered by a commando of Spisz Poles in June 1920, in the context of the tense atmosphere around the planned plebiscite. The monument, erected in 1928, was destroyed ten years later during the Polish occupation of the canyon and the village of Lesnica. In 2020, the monument on the border arose once again at the initiative of two cooperating institutions – the Association of Slovaks in Poland (Towarzystwo Słowaków w Polsce, Spolok Slovákov v Poľsku) and the Historiographical Association of Spisz (Spišský dejepisný spolok). However, the text on the stone does not mention Polish perpetrators, and the conflicting potential of the site is minimal.

In contrast, the Czech-Polish border through Cieszyn Silesia is richer in meaning and symbols. It is partly due to the different characteristics of the landscape and settlement. The border is demarcated partly by using the Olza River, which flows through the town Cieszyn/Český Těšín and other populated areas. The opposite side of the border has been visible even in times of restricted border regimes. The loss of Zaolzie has been, therefore, more tangible for the Polish population and the border and Olza River are still an important identity-maker of border twin-town Cieszyn/Český Těšín. The informants mentioned that a sole look into the cityscape of Cieszyn/Český Těšín with three bridges provokes questions about the reasons for division. “The consequences are visible
until now. The Polish part of the site has the main square, and the Czechs have a railway station,” retells a Polish historian.72

The mnemonic potential is also actively employed by various municipal projects. Czech and Polish town halls, for example, reconstruct the streets, where the city tram operated before 1920. To remember the former common public transport, the pieces of rails are symbolically put into the pavement on the streets. The common history of the town is also remembered on the various information panels and through the events of town cultural centers. Around the Bridge of Friendship, on both banks of the Olza River, an Open-Air Museum narrates the stories of the town, as a representative of Euroregion explains:

This exhibition was part of the project “Garden of both banks” which was inspired by the Euroregion Kehl-Strasbourg. The project was carried out by the Cieszyn and Český Těšín town halls. Each event that we create together may contribute to the goal, that history does not affect how we perceive our neighbors.73

Apart from Cieszyn/Český Těšín, there are other important sites converting borderscape into the memoriescape. The southern part of the state border through Cieszyn Silesia is delineated on the ridge of the Beskydy mountains with popular hiking trails that lead almost exactly along the borderline. Dozens of meters from the Czantoria Wielka/Velká Čantoryje peak, which the local legends touch upon, there is a monument commemorating the victim of a criminal act which was similar to the one in Canyon of Dunajec. In 1920, during the delimitation of the border, the commission of representatives of both states – Czechoslovakia and Poland – was attacked there under the peak of Czantoria by a Polish paramilitary organization that did not want to accept the new border. Czech historian comments it: “The dead official Klement Šťastný was buried in Bohumín. In 2017, a monument was erected under Czantoria. However, someone has destroyed it several times, although nothing sensitive is written there.”74

The grave of Klement Šťastný in Bohumín is today furnished by the plate: “murdered by the militant nationalists.”
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5.3 (Non-)controversial Monuments

The materialization of some narrative into the monument may become a weapon or a target of various counter-initiatives. One informant, a Czech historian researching the past of Cieszyn Silesia labeled it during the interview as a “monument assault.” He referred to the initiatives imposed by radicals from both national groups. An example may be a monument dedicated to the Czech general Josef Šnejdárek who led the Czechoslovak troops into the Polish-Czecho-slovak war (of 1919). Czech historian states:

The monument is situated on the Polední Hill. For Poles, it is a controversial site. When they are writing about the war crimes of the Polish-Czecho-slovak war (of 1919), they personalize them with General Šnejdárek. It is a few kilometers from the border next to the village Bystřice/Bystrzyca where there is a large share of the Polish population. That was perceived as a monument assault. Several times, the monument was destroyed, or the information plate was removed. Instead, gallows or crooked crosses were scribbled on them. Some Czech activists organize trips to Polední. Luckily, the speeches today are not as controversial as in the past. The most radical activists have passed away.

With time, the event on Polední transforms into the gathering of the army fans who typically come from more distant regions, not from Zaolzie.

The feelings of the Polish minority towards the site were described in one of the interviews by the Polish historian: “General Šnejdárek has never been to Polední Hill and did not have any relation to the village Bystřice/Bystrzyca. Therefore, the Poles have considered the monument as a gesture of evil nationalist intentions of the fans of legionaries who had built the monument.”

Other controversies in Zaolzie are associated with the monument of border stone erected in 2020, to remark a centenary of the town of Český Těšín. The monument in the colors of the Czech national flag (design of Czechoslovak border stones in the 1930s) is located in front of the Museum of Cieszyn Region (Muzeum Těšínska). Temporal coincidence with covid fencing measures restricting cross-border mobility even extrapolated the negative reactions of Poles. Some of them saw in the monument a totem of Czech dominance in

---
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the town, as one Polish historian points out: “This was a faux pas. I do not want
to judge if it was an intentional gesture. In any case, it was miserable. We live in
Schengen, cooperate and suddenly the Czech neighbors are building the border
stone and the symbol of division is back.”

The fact that the monument stands in front of the Museum of Cieszyn Region was not ignored by some informants. Czech historian comments it: “The museum on the Czech bank of the Olza River is strengthening the traditional nationalist narrative. I think that the director of the museum knew very well what he was doing. There was a wave of Polish resentment because the stone refers to the tragic episode when the beautiful town was torn apart. And there is no reason to celebrate it.”

Next to the stone, there is an information panel in the window of the museum with commentary about the division of the town. However, the museum does not mention the short war between both countries in this small open-air exhibition. Inside, there is a large exposition about the history of the Cieszyn Region in the twentieth century. However, there are almost no references to the Polish minority in Czechia after 1920. Polish historian was disappointed about it:

It is a big mistake that the Polish history of Zaolzie is silenced at the exhibition. It looks like a car that has only two wheels. Yes, it looks like a Škoda car, but without two wheels, it is immobile. The Polish minority is not irredentist, they are paying taxes, and are involved in politics. I do not understand why the perception there is in a hundred-year-old style.

Only 400 meters from the Museum in the Polish part of the town, another important memory venue is located. Next to the Bridge of Friendship, the Monument of Silesian Legionaries commemorates the inhabitants of Silesia who fought and died for Poland (typically against Germans; the obelisk was erected in 1934, then again in 2008). On the pedestal, there are several plates with the names of important battles in which the Silesians took part. On the back side of the obelisk, one also mentions the Battle of Skoczów from the Polish-Czechoslovak war (of 1919). The nickname of the monument is “Niké of Cieszyn” as on the top of the obelisk, there is a sculpture of a woman holding a saber. The weapon is heading in the direction of Czechia which can be read as a symbol, explains
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a Czech historian: “The message of Niké of Cieszyn is quite clear: once we will come on the bridge again to fight to get the Zaolzie back. It is also a site of commemoration with wreath laying. The Battle of Skoczów is on the opposite side. The reason is probably to hide the controversy.”\textsuperscript{81}

“The reconstruction of the monument elicited the fantasies of Czech nationalists,” recalls one Polish historian about the development in the years 2004–2005.\textsuperscript{82} Back then, to appease the tensions, the Polish side tried to present the site as a non-revanchist or non-assault monument, narrates a Polish geographer: “Poles ordered an expert reference from the fencer who explained that the gesture of the sculpture is not attacking but defending.”\textsuperscript{83}

Apart from the symbolic borderscape of Cieszyn, the second important part of the Polish memoryscape related to the conflict is the town of Skoczów, where the Czechoslovak offensive in 1919 stopped. The conflict is commemorated there with a mural on a façade of a house next to the main square and a set of information panels. From the symbolic point of view, the most interesting site is a monument dedicated to “Our Heroes,” which is located in the wider center of the town.

The monument with a sculpture of a Silesian Eagle on the top contains a relief where a young fighter beats a lion (a symbol of Czech lands), the year 1919 is marked below. A short patriotic poem is added with the verses about “our blood,” that made the freedom of Silesia possible. The reconstruction of the monument was unveiled in 2015 on Poland’s Independence Day.

The specific cases in the Czech-Polish borderlands’ memoryscape in Cieszyn Silesia are cemeteries. The Polish victims of the Polish-Czechoslovak war (of 1919) are buried in several cemeteries. Some of them are part of a network of National Memory Sites – for example, a tombstone of soldiers in Skoczów has this label. The same sticker can also be found on the cross of Mayor Cezary Haller, one of the commanders of Polish troops, who died in the village Kończyce Małe during a Czechoslovak offensive. The most symbolic site is, however, a cemetery in the Czech village Stonawa/Stonava, which was traditionally remembered as a site of Czechoslovak war crimes (approx. 6 out of 21 soldiers buried there were murdered), Czech historian tells:
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There is a headline: “20 murdered and killed.” It is the biggest and almost dogmatic legend, sometimes labeled as Silesian Golgotha. The Polish ministers or important army officials are attending the commemorative events. The Czech side does not want to take part as it does not like the one-sided narrative.\textsuperscript{84}

The Czech casualties of the conflict were exhumed in the interwar period and transferred to the cemetery in Orlová. The monument to the victims of the Polish-Czechoslovak war (of 1919) was first built in 1928 then damaged during the Polish invasion of Zaolzie in 1938 and renewed again. Renovated in 2022, the monument contains a motto: “The Division of Cieszyn Region” and the names of more than 50 victims from the ranks of legionaries. However, there are a few other Czech casualties buried in different cemeteries, for example, two Czechoslovak legionaries in the Polish municipality of Goleszów. Polish historian states: “Both graves are maintained by the Polish local community in the village. This should be a model example of how to deal with the conflict after one hundred years.”\textsuperscript{85}

In Orawa and Spisz, when looking for the monuments or other sites that elicit the memory of border shifts, the Slovak part of the regions does not propose almost any cases to compare. More numerous are the examples from the Polish side of the region, where a memory battle between the narrative of the Polish majority and the Slovak minority occurs.

The most prominent site of this battle is paradoxically located outside of the Spisz and Orawa region – in the center of Zakopane town. In 2006, in one of the city parks, the Polish president Lech Kaczyński inaugurated the monument of Józef Kuraś – Ogień (1915–1947). The historical record of this man is controversial and as one informant (Polish historian) summarized it, “it is the main axis of the memory conflict.”\textsuperscript{86}

While the Polish right adores him as a fighter against communism, the Slovak minority and other groups consider him a looter and murderer. Given the controversies, the monument made headlines when someone poured red color on the monument in Zakopane. Even fifteen years after the inauguration, the monument with the Eagle (Polish symbol and also one of the Kuraś’s nicknames) on the top still sparks emotions as can be seen from quotations from interviews. The first is from Slovak historian: “The Polish historians present him
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as a partisan. That is not true! He was partisan only before 1943, then he became a bandit and criminal." A Polish anthropologist explains it:

The affaire of Ogień is impossible to discuss without emotions, that stops rational debate. Those who initiated the monument in Zakopane have their truth and do not accept the other perspectives. It is however interesting that the monument emerged in Zakopane where the locals know about Ogień only from legends. They created their picture of him. In Nowy Targ, closer to Spisz, there is no monument of Kuraś. They know that the memory is not as unambiguous.

The commemoration of Kuraś is guided by the figures from the Polish right political camps and also the Institute of National Memory (Instytut Pamięci Narodowej, IPN). The Slovak minority, on the other hand, inaugurated a monument to the victims of Kuraś – in the village of Nowa Biała, which is traditionally associated with the Slovak minority.

An important role in commemoration efforts is also played by Polish municipalities. One of the villages in the Polish Spisz Łapsze Niżne built 2018 a monument to celebrate the anniversary of 100 years of Polish independence. In 2020, the municipality added to the stone the sculpture of the book to commemorate “the anniversary of the return of Spisz to Poland” – as the mayor describes:

It was an initiative of our municipal council. We successfully obtained a subsidy from the program Niepodległa (Independent). Thanks to this money, we could organize the festivity to celebrate the anniversary of our return to Poland. There was a cycle of programs for two years. We held a competition of patriotic songs, dedicated one internet site to the anniversary and we bought one hundred Polish flags which we installed on the streets.

For the representatives of the Slovak minority, it is controversial to evaluate the border shift in 1920 as a return to Poland; rather they speak about the incorporation of Spisz and Orawa into Poland. This language and also the fact that someone celebrates the anniversary of the division are met with the disapproval of the Slovak minority. It is parallel to the borderstone issue in Cieszyn.
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Between 2018 and 2020, related to the anniversary of the “return” of Spisz and Orawa to Poland also in connection to the program Niepodległa (Independent), other memory sites arose, dedicated to the figures that campaign for the Polishness of Spisz. Apart from Łapsze Niżne, it was also the municipality Lipnica Wielka in Orawa, that initiated a patriotic project – www.orawa2024.pl. In the vicinity of the village, the authors are identifying the sites connected with Polishness and Polish patriots. Among others, the emphasis is put on the border stone in Chyżne (mentioned in the introduction), graves, and memory panels. The municipality also organized a “patriotic show” in the summer of 2021 with local music, dances, poetry, and the exhibition “Does Orawa remember?” As a parallel to the campaign in Łapsze Niżne, the Association of Slovaks in Poland protested against the content of the exhibition, accusing the municipality of Lipnica Wielka of manipulation with historical evidence.

6 Discussion: Memory Production in the Contested Landscape

Cieszyn Silesia, Orawa, and Spisz are examples of borderland regions rich in memory traces. At the same moment, all three regions became victims of power politics, which disrupted the patterns of everyday life. The dispute over the border in Cieszyn Silesia, Orawa, and Spisz forced their inhabitants to emphasize their national or ethnic self-identification and othering from the opposite group. As a consequence, the violent clashes, conflicts, and mutual harms have complicated the reconciliatory resolution of the conflict and good neighborhood policy for the rest of the twentieth century.

The complexity of memory production is given not only by the conflicting past but also by the presence of ethnic minorities that are to some extent forgotten by the population of their “motherland.” The monuments and other parts of the memoryscape in their essence support the narratives of nation-states. Either Czechia in Cieszyn Silesia or Poland in Orawa and Spisz tried converting the landscape into “their” territory with characteristic symbols (flags, architecture, language).

The presence of the counterculture in memory issues is visible thanks to the national minorities in the contested border region. The nation-states may proudly present the multiculturality and uniqueness of their border regions.

(as Poland does with Spisz), but without the minority actors, the polyphony becomes sooner or later monophony. Especially in the case of Orawa and Spisz where the numbers of Slovak minorities are narrow, their visibility is anchored by the cemeteries, church timetables, and community houses.

This article also supports the note that borders themselves can play a role as a memory-site as they may bring about associations about past events with historical significance coined by the presence of museums or memory plaques.\textsuperscript{91} This observation is valid for Cieszyn Silesia where the border itself is a prominent bearer of meanings. The demarcation of the border in Cieszyn Silesia meant an intervention into the landscape that forcibly divided one town and several villages. This characteristic is not as important for the division of Spisz and Orawa.

How does the shape of the memoryscape contribute to the patterns of memory production in the borderlands? It should be acknowledged that the conflicts over the border are not topics for everyday discussions and their relevance for the general population cannot be exaggerated. Young people, especially those coming from the national majority, usually do not seem that interested in the historical episodes from the childhood of their great-grandparents. However, the conflicts over monuments in Cieszyn Silesia, Orawa, and Spisz indicate that the scars of the history are not yet healed. The monument dedicated to Józef Kuraś in Zakopane still has an unpleasant taste for the Slovak minority. Some proponents of the Polish minority in Zaolzie guard the commemoration of Polish-Czechoslovak war (of 1919) victims in Stonawa and the memoryscapes of Cieszyn and Skoczów are still developed by new installations, exhibitions, and events. As this paper shows, the memoryscape still provokes questions about identity and connects the past with the present. What are the possible scenarios for further memory production?

The first option is an oblivion of the past. The Schengen Agreement and the following de-bordering processes in the European Union lowered the importance of borders as the security procedures for border crossings were canceled. With a so-called “green border,” the border became permeable and the relevance of the exact territorial delimitation (which had been a \textit{casus-belli} in 1919) decreased. Using the terminology of Baud and van Schendel, the borderland regions in the Schengen Area become \textit{declining}, because new cross-border

networks emerged and transcended the nation-state logic of the borderlands. Nevertheless, there are at least three obstacles to oblivion. Firstly, the division of the territory in 1919 had not been only an administrative task and in the case of Cieszyn Silesia, there were numerous victims of the Polish-Czechoslovak war (of 1919). Their tombs and related ceremonies witness that the conflict brought not only territorial losses but also losses of human lives. This makes the history of the border shift more sensitive. The other and already mentioned factor is the presence of national minorities. Thirdly, the covid-fencing measures adopted on the national borders during the pandemic revived the old world of border controls. In 2020 and 2021, the cross-border regions of Cieszyn Silesia, Orawa, and Spisz were once again divided by the police and army patrols and mobility was strictly restricted. Especially the case of Cieszyn is illustrative as it had been considered a show-example of successful cross-border contacts before the pandemic. The pandemic nationalism however reopened prejudices when some Czech politicians presented Poles as the bearers of the virus. In this atmosphere, a monument of a border stone was erected in front of the Czech Museum of Cieszyn Region, which sparked the controversies discussed above.

A second possible way for memory management in the future is an intensification of the memory battle. This scenario is hardly probable as the concerned states (Czechia, Poland, and Slovakia) cooperate within the framework of European Union and NATO and declare themselves as close allies. That decreases the chance of negative escalation in mutual relationships which could have also been accompanied by the emphasis on the territorial gains and losses and the harms from the past. Also, patriotic narratives of the Polish government led by the Law and Justice party do not directly influence neighborhood policies. Moreover, neither the Polish minority in Cieszyn Silesia nor the Slovak minority in Spisz and Orawa question the border demarcation today.

The third thinkable way for memory production in the borderlands lies in between the previous two. In this concept, the memory sites stay in the

landscape as self-standing symbols. Their meanings are, however, reserved for those who are aware of the past – being under the influence either of schooling, communicative memory in their community, or campaigns instigated by various memory actors (municipalities, museums, public and private institutions). Their strategies and steps will be decisive for the future development of the memoiryscape. They have an opportunity to moderate the discussion and to promote potentially reconciling narratives. The frontrunner in this sense is a body of the Euroregion of Cieszyn Silesia and the common projects of Cieszyn and Český Těšín. This can serve as a possible inspiration for the Slovak-Polish cases where the cross-border ties are not so intense. One can think of a parallel between obstacles in cross-border cooperation including missing public transport and complicated way towards cross-border interpretation of common history.

If the other actors can heat the discussion with traditional (friend vs. foe) interpretations, they should have also the power to convert the memory sites into spaces of mutual friendship and understanding. In other words, there is still a potential for saying sorry on both sides, either in Orawa and Spisz or in Cieszyn Silesia.